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Hello
and thank you...
for your interest in our version of an escalation league. This document describes 
the way we manage our league at our local tabletop store, the ‘Top Tables’ in 
Cologne.

There are some changes from the original ITS version.

Why? Well, that’s simple, as you can read in the infobox right below - We think 
that our version works better. In the official document you find a pretty boring 
league where you will repeat the same mission a few times. We vary the  
missions, increasing the used ruleset steadily and still - hopefully - without  
demanding too much from our participants.

At the end of the league there will be a normal ITS Tournament as the great  
finale. This is not covered in this document, we like to do it so that every  
participant gets a feeling of how a “real” tournament works.

We also have included an achievement system. We would love to give our  
participants some little prizes - but the main goal is to learn the system, build 
up your faction and to get to know Infinity the Game much better! That’s 
why we don’t want to distribute the prizes only for the ranking. Therefore the 
achievement system is another factor when it comes to the prize distribution at 
the end.

Our league has just started as I write these words, and we will see if the 
thoughts we had, which are based on our experience of our previous escalation 
league, are going to be confirmed.

Maybe you are using this document for your own escalation league, or you  
participate in one which uses this document. This is great and we love to share 
our work with the community. We would be very grateful if you can give us  
feedback about this whole thing. What 
did you enjoy most? How are we able to 
improve this? If you don’t already know 
how you can contact us, just write a 
mail to cgnescl@warcors.de

Thanks for your interest

and good luck in YOUR League, 
the G3: Haris of 4,

Florian ‘Quirk’, Henning ‘Blindside’  
& Basti ‘CoveredinFish’

Attention!

We differ from the official 
ITS10 document. We think, that 

the league, the way we run it, will 
be more exciting but also more  

rookie friendly.

That’s why this whole document  
is the only reference sheet you will 

need for all the missions which 
will be played.



Forces
100 Points / 2 SWC per Player

Deployment
Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a standard  
Deployment Zone 12 inches deep.

Scenario Special Rules
Training: no Lt-Order, no Loss of Lieutenant

no Advanced Rules, no Fireteams

Mission Objectives
 ▶ to kill between 30 and 50 enemy Army Points (1 Point)
 ▶ to kill between 51 and 80 enemy Army Points (3 Point)
 ▶ to kill between 81 and 100 enemy Army Points(5 Point)
 ▶ if you have between 30 and 50 surviving Army Points (1 Point)
 ▶ if you have between 51 and 80 surviving Army Points (3 Point)
 ▶ if you have between 81 and 100 surviving Army Points (5 Point)

Troopers that have not been deployed on the game table at the end of the game 
will be considered as Killed by the adversary.

End Of Mission
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically finish at the end 
of the third Game Round.

Achievements
 F Paint all the things! Play fully painted
 F Headshot! Receive a Crit while getting 

attacked
 F You shall not pass! Kill an enemy  

Model in the ARO (unconscious counts)

 F Be like the willow. Successfully dodge 
an attack!

 F Pharrell. Have fun! 
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NEW:
the Basics

“There is great difference between murdering and killing. It is about the 
target, the victim. Our targets, our victims, are Morat, Shasvastii and Exrah. 

Just mere animals, and animals are not ‘murdered’, they are ‘killed’” 

Sergeant JaSeel galaago, gao-rael Unit



Forces
120 Points / 2 SWC per Player

Deployment
Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a standard 
Deployment Zone 12 inches deep. It is not permitted to deploy in base contact 
with the Antenna

There are three Antennas (40 mm) on the Table, each 24” from the edge, one on 
the central line, the others 12” from the central line.

Scenario Special Rules
no Advanced Rules, no Link teams

Specialists gain a +3 on their WIP-Roll to capture the Antenna

Mission Objectives
 ▶ for each Captured Antenna at the End of the Game  
(2 Points for each Antenna)

 ▶ to kill between 61 and 90 enemy Army Points (1 Point)
 ▶ to kill more than 90 enemy Army Points (2 Points)
 ▶ if you have between 61 and 90 surviving Army Points (1 Points)
 ▶ if you have more than 90 surviving Army Points (2 Points)

Troopers that have not been deployed on the game table at the end of the game 
will be considered to be Killed by the adversary.

End of Mission
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically finish at the end 
of the third Game Round.

Achievements
 F Paint all the things! Play full painted
 F Round two, fight! Heal your LT before 

you enter LoL
 F DOH! You and your opponent throw a 

crit in a FTF

 F I’m not even supposed to be here 
today. Lose a Model with 2+ w/str in 
only 1 Order

 F Predator. Wound an enemy by using 
Surprise Shot or Surprise Attack.
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NEW:
LT-Order and Loss of Lieutenant, 
Specialists , Antenna 

“Hate to disappoint, machine, but you won t́ find it quite so easy. Talking 
like that, your archives can’t have a lot of Info on me. Do you have an 

idea how many like you have told me they were going to kill me? 

Care to take a guess what might have happened to all of them?”

reverend SUperior CaSSandra KUSanagi, violent intermiSSion, BaKUnin



Forces
150 Points / 3 SWC per Player

Deployment
Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a standard 
Deployment Zone 12 inches deep. It is not permitted to deploy in base contact 
with the Tech-Coffins.

There are 3 Tech-Coffins (40 mm) on the center line each 12”,24” and 36” from 
the table edge. Each Tech-Coffin contains a Supplybox (25 mm)

Scenario Special Rules
no Advanced Rules except Command Tokens, no Fireteams

Doctors and Paramedics gain +3 Wip on their roll to get a Supplybox.

Mission Objectives
 ▶ For each Supply Box Controlled at the end of the battle (1 Point)
 ▶ If you have Controlled more Supply Boxes than your adversary at the end of 
the battle (3 Points)

 ▶ If your adversary has no Controlled Supply Boxes at the end of the battle (2 
Points)

 ▶ If your Lt controls a Supplybox (+2 Points)

End of Mission
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically finish at the end 
of the third Game Round.

If the active Player begins his Turn in Retreat!, the game will end immediately 
after their Turn.

Achievements
 F Paint all the things! Play full painted
 FWalking dead. A Model, recovered 

from unconscious state, kills an Enemy
 F Plié, tendu, relevé! Coordinate an 

Order

 F No! The other Button! Fail your WIP 
roll to secure an objective 3 times in a 
row

 F Trauma-Doc. Kill your own uncon-
scious Model with a Doctor/Paramedic
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NEW:
Command Tokens, Tech-Coffins, 
Supplyboxes, Retreat

“God is merciful and kind. 

Unfortunately for you, I am not God but a Reverend Healer.” 

reverend Healer irene CHalKiaS. defenSe of tHe orBital modUle BaBelya-9. 
HUman edge. CritiCal Stage of tHe neoColonial WarS.



Forces
200 Points / 4 SWC per Player

Deployment
Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a standard  
Deployment Zone 12 inches deep.

Scenario Special Rules
All rules applied now!

Mission Objectives
 ▶ To dominate the nearest Sector to your Deployment Zone (1 Point)
 ▶ To dominate the central Sector (3 Points)
 ▶ To dominate the central Sector with your Lt inside it (+1 Point)
 ▶ To dominate the farthest Sector from your Deployment Zone (5 Points)

End of Mission
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically finish at the end 
of the third Game Round.

Achievements
 F Paint all the things! Play full painted
 F All Alone. Isolate an enemy
 F Multikill! Kill several member of a Fireteam with only one Order (unconscious 

counts)
 F Neuromancer. Wound an enemy through Hacking
 F Chaaarge!!! Have no friendly model which is in a null state in your Deployment 

zone at the End of the Game
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NEW:
Dominate, Sectors, Hacking, 
Fireteams

„Tum kurtlar Kaplandan korkar“

(Turkish: All wolves fear the Tiger) 

motto of tHe Kaplan taCtiCal ServiCeS.



Forces
250 Points / 5 SWC per Player

Deployment
Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a standard De-
ployment Zone 12 inches deep.

Scenario Special Rules
All rules applied now!

Mission Objectives
 ▶ Dominate the same number of Quadrants as your adversary, with a minimum 
of 1, at the end of each Round (1 Point)

 ▶ Dominate more Quadrants than your adversary at the end of each Round (3 
Points)

 ▶ Have your Lt in a dominated Quadrant the end of the Game (+1 Point)

End of Mission
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically finish at the end 
of the third Game Round.

Achievements
 F Paint all the things! Play full painted
 F I Love the Smell of Napalm in the Morning. Wound 3 or more enemy Models with 

a single Template
 F Slap Fight. In 1 order of close combat, neither model wounds the other
 F Was that a cat? Lose a Model through an Aro caused by his deployment Order (AD 

or HD)
 F Mines? I dont think they exist. Lose a Model (any Null-State) through a Mine
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NEW:
Quadrants

“You think it ś a bad idea to shoot a flamethrower in the middle of a lush 
forest? Well, yes, that ś precisely what our enemies think too…”

Platoon Sergeant Paul McMillan, 5307th coMPoSite ranger unit, ariadnan coMMercial conflictS



Forces
300 Points / 6 SWC per Player

Deployment
Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a standard 
Deployment Zone 12 inches deep. You are not allowed to deploy in base contact 
with a Beacon. There are two Beacons (25 mm) on the Table, 24” from the  
Sideline and 12” plus 36” from the table edge.

Your HVT has to be deployed at the beginning of your Deployment phase, at 
least 4” outside of your Deployment zone.

Scenario Special Rules
All rules applied now!

Mission Objectives
 ▶ Control the Adversary’s Beacon at the End of the Game (3 Points)
 ▶ Control the Adversary’s Beacon at the End of the Game and in your own  
Deployment zone (+2 Points)

 ▶ Prevent your adversary from capturing and controlling your beacon at the 
End of the Game (3 Points)

 ▶ Secure the HVT (2 Points)

End of Mission
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically finish at the end 
of the third Game Round.  
If the active Player begins his Turn in Retreat, the game will end immediately 
after their Turn.

Achievements
 F Paint all the things! Play full painted
 F Damn Hippies. Place a total of 5+ 

Smoke, Eclipse or Nimbus Templates 
in this Game

 F Hacktung Baby! Kill a Hacker in your 
ARO with a KHD

 F Atek. Field no Hacker and no hackable 
Models

 F I can see you. discover an enemy by 
using the Sensor skill.
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NEW:
Beacon, HVT

“Hmmm… It smells like mystery here…”

famoUS CatCHpHraSe of Candy doUBle, popUlarized in Her SenSaSerieS “tHe 
inCrediBle adventUreS of Candy doUBle”. only in oxyd!



rules
Specialists
Troops with at least one of the  
following skills/equipment are  
counted as Specialists: 

a) Doctor/Paramedic
b) Engineer
c) Chain Of Command
d) Hacking Device(any)
e) Forward Observer
f) Specialist Operative/Troop 

Capture 
Antenna
Get into base-to-base contact with the 
antenna (or marker) and fulfil a  
successful WIP roll. This is a Short 
Skill. 

A captured antenna can be recaptured 
by the adversary.

Supply box
A model can carry a maximum of 1 
supply box. If the model has the  
baggage special rule it can carry a 
maximum of 2 supply boxes. Only 
models, not markers, are allowed to 
carry boxes.

The supply box marker stays on the 
table until the end of the game.

A supply box counts as controlled 
when its carried by a model in a non-
null state at the end of the game.

Pick up 
Supply box
Get into base-to-base contact with a 
supply box which 

g) lies free on the game table
h) is carried by a friendly Model
i) was carried by an enemy model 

(that is now in a null state)

To pick up the supply box is a Short 
Skill (Attack)

Dominate
An area counts as dominated when 
you have more army points in it than 
your adversary. Troops and also 
markers count for this. Models in a null 
state, equipment, troops in hidden 
deployment and also Holoechoes do 
not count.

A model counts as in an area if more 
than half of his base is in it.

Sectors
The area between both deployment 
zones gets divided into 3 areas which 
are 48” wide and 8” deep. These areas 
are called “sectors”. You are only  
allowed to measure these sectors at 
the end of the game!

Quadrants
The area between both deployment 
zones gets divided into 4 quadrants, 
each 24” wide and 12” deep. You are 



only allowed to measure these  
quadrants at the end of each round.

Beacon
The 25mm marker, representing the 
beacon, stays permanently on the 
game table. Picking up, carrying and 
controlling it follows the rules for the 
supply boxes.

The beacon counts as controlled when 
it is carried by a non-null-state model 
at the end of the Game.

HVT
Any kind of S2 miniature  
representing an important civilian 
(High-Value Target). This miniature is 
placed at the beginning of the  
deployment phase a minimum of 4” 
outside of your deployment zone and 
not on or in a piece of scenery.

The HVT cannot receive any kind of 
orders or be the target of an attack.

Every attack which would affect the 
HVT (e.g. template weapons) will get 
cancelled. (the ‘Attack’ Short Skill will 
count as an Idle)

The HVT can be synchronized, for 
more Information, check the ‘Civilian 
Rules’ in the Infinity Wiki. 

A synchronized HVT will not trigger 
AROs.

Secure HVT
The HVT counts as secured if you have 
at least one model (which is not in a 
null state) in the zone of control (8”) of 
the enemies HVT and also the enemy 
has no model in the zone of control of 
your HVT.



hr
Here are a few of our own house rules and clarifications.

If you and your opponent agree at the beginning of the Match, you both can feel 
free to use the G3H4 house rules. You are also free to ignore or modify them at 
your own will, as long as your opponent accept those changes.

These rules are just our way to clarify situations and scenery at our events and 
tournaments. If you and your adversary cannot come to an agreement, these 
rules are also applied (at our events and tournaments).

These rules are still a work in progress so we would love to hear your feedback 
to improve them in future Versions.

LoS & Terrain
1a) LoS cannot be drawn through tiny gaps or holes, which are only decorative 
or not intended (for example a tiny gap between 2 Containers which are placed 
together or tiny holes in a street sign).

1b) Stairs and ladders count as solid objects, you can’t shoot through the gaps 
of the steps

2) filigree railings don’t block LoS but cover bonus is still applied (for example 
the Systema Gaming Base-0 Railings)

3a) You can see into and out of buildings, but not through them

3b) Windows only grant LoS through if if the attacker or target are in contact 
with them.

4) You cannot climb through windows.

5) Objective markers don’t provide any cover, unless they are an actual piece of 
scenery.

House rules
Circular impact templates: The template has to be centered above the target. 
The target point can be at any height, as long as you can see that part of the 
silhouette from your point of attack.
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